
Plato' s Ion * 

This lecture is, as you know, about Plato's dialogue entitled !gn. 

My main purpose is to show how, I think, a Platonic dialogue ought to 

be read. The lecture will have two parts. The first will present to 

you what happens in the dialogues in the second part I shall try to 

describe the wider frame into which what happens in the dialogue fits. 

Socrates meets Ion in A.thens. We are inclined to think that 

Socrates is known to us, to some extent at least, but we might be 

mistaken. As to Ion, his home is Ephesus, an Ionian city on the shores 

of Asia Minor. He is well known as • rhapsode. He tells Socrates that 
' 

he has just arrived from Epidaurus, where he attended - as a rhapsode -

the festival in honor of Asclepius, the healing god. What is a rh&p

sode? A rhapsode (literally1 a stitcher of verses) is a man who, at 

appropriate occasions, recites, or better, declaims poetry majestically 

and touchingly. Socrates wonders whether the Epidaurians honor the 

healing god with a contest of rhapsodes also, and Ion confirms this, 

adding that everything else that belongs to the art over which the 

Muses preside is involved. We suspect that Socrates wonders what 

relatinn the declaiming of poetry has to healing. Socrates - a.rd we -

learn that Ion won the first prize in that rhapsodic contest, and 

Socrates urges him to achieve the same result in Athens at the Pan

athenaean festival celebrated in honor of' Athena, the goddess not only 

of war, but also - among other things - of health. Ion confidently 

expects this to happen. 

Socrates begins his challenge. He says1 "I have been often, yes, 

5308 jealous of you rhapsodes, Ion, because of your art", The English word 
/ 

.. art", which I have just used, translates the Greek word itXV'J • It was 
I 

·implied in Ion!.s use of the word µ,avu'lf<-1 • the art over which the Muses 
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preside. Today, we mean by "art" something highly admired and re-

spected, attributed to "creativity" or to "genius" or, at least, to talent, 

but also something that is taught to children in school. A similar 
I 

ambiguity characterizes the word ·r:~ .~V? , as we shall see in a mOlllent, wt 

what is much more emphasized in it than in the English word "art" is 

laiowledge, the skill, the "laiow-how••, inv.olved in any making, producing, 

and behaving that men engage in. In continuing his speech Socrates uses 
./ 

the word 1:~ Y.V'7 for the second time, right away. He exposes the 

sources ot his jealousy• the r{'>;'V~ of the rhapsode, Socrates says, 

teaohes him how to adorn his body so that he should look as beautiful 

as possible, and it also imposes upon the rh&psode the necessity of 

passing all his time with the works of many good poets and especially with 

those of Homer, the best and divinest poet of all of them, so that he 

would know Hom.er' s thought tull well and not only his words. · For, as 

Socrates suggests, there couldn't be a good rhapsode, if he did not 

understand what the poet says1 the rhapsode should be an expounder of 

the poet's thought to those who listen to him1 and it is impossible to 

be a good expounder. if one does not know~ the poet .says. It is 

all this that makes Socrates jealous. 

Ion agrees with Socrates. This matter of expounding, says Ion, is 

certainly the most laborious part of his artr and he thinks:·;that he can 

speak about Homer better and provide more and better thoughts about H0111er 

than anybody else. 

5JOD "Good news, Iont" exclaims Socrates. He understands Ion's words 

to mean that Ion will not grudge hiDl an exhibition of this power. And 

Ion stresses that it is indeed worth while hearing how well he has 

adornell Hom.er, so much so, that he deserves to be crowned with a golden 

crown by the lovers of Homer. In mentioning his "adorning•• of Homer, Ion 

uses the very word Socrates used with reference to the rhapsode's body. 
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It turns out that Socrates is not yet ready to listen to Ion's 

exhibition. Instead he begins to question Ion, a.nd this questioning 

leads to most comical and, at the same time, most serious results. 

The first question is whether Ion is so marvellously skillful 

about Homer only or also about other poets. Ion's reply is• about 

Homer only, and that is sufficient. Ion agrees that there are things 

about which Homer and Hesiod, for example, both say the samei in such 

cases, Ion asserts, he would of course expound equally well both Homer's 

and Hesiod's words. But what happens, Socrates inquires, if the two 

poets do not agree, as, for example, about the "art of divination''? 

Who then would expound better what the two poets say, Ion or one of the 

~ood seers? Ion's answer iss one of the seers. 

We have to note that the first and onlr example chosen by Socrates 

to illustrate possible disagreement among the two poets, n.amely the "art 
/ 

called µdVilk1J, shows clearly the of divination". that is, the rl:<l,)7 
/ r 

ambiguity of the word r~ XI/~ • 
,, . 

Does the seer, the_ ftri.VllS , possess •ny 

knowledge about his seeing, prophesying, divining? Is the "know-how" of 

divination at his disposal? Would he be a !!!!!!: if it were? 

The next point of Socrates is that Homer and all the other eoets 

spoke about the s111Y1e things, about war, about the mutual tntercourse of 

men, about the gods in their intercourse with e~oh other and with men, 

about the heavens and Hades, about the origin of gods and heroes. 

Socrates does not say whether the poets agreed or disagreed in speaking 

about these things. It is Ion who makes the point that the other poets 

did not treat these things the way Homer did. He asserts that they did 

it in a far worse way. We remember that Socrates, too, called Homer the 

.best and divinest of all the poets. But now Socrates turns to Ion's 
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ability to distinguish between go~ and bad ways of speaking about 

something. If the talk is abou.t numbers, who will be able to distin

guish between the good and the bad speakers? The answer is, Ion has to 

agree, a man who possesses the art of numbering, the ''arithmetical art" 
I ) .JI .I 

the TG,~t/17 «flrlf-7Tll('l, that is to say, the "know-how" of counting and 

or handling numbers. And if the talk is .about wholesome food, the man 

who will be able to distinguish between the good and the bad speakers is 

a doctor, that is a man who possesses the art of healing (the i{>(Y17 
) / 

'ltX.TflK~ ) • In . summing up, Socrates can now state that, whenever many 

people talk about the same thing, one and the same man will know who 

speaks well and who speaks badly. We have to surmise that Socrates 

means that this man possesses the appropriate knowledge, the appro

priate Ti'XV'? • And Socrates concludes that, since Homer and the 

other poets speak about the same thi~gs and Ion knows who among all of 

these poets speaks well and who speaks in a worse way, he must be 

marvellously skillful And knowledgeable about all these poets, that is, 

cf. we understand, must have the suitable -r/xv17 which in this case ought to 
5388 

be called the rhapsodic art. Socrates, we rema:mber, had. spoken of this 
.I rexl/7 at the beginning of the conversation. 

Ion cannot help accepting Socrates' conclusion and is thereby led 

, X ,~.\to wonder why he ''simply" drops into & doze when he hears some body dis-
off ~ HJ.,.- · 

pun on cuss poets other than Homer and wakes up and pays close attention and 
&1txvws 

has plenty to say himself onl_y when Homer is mentioned. Socrates claims 

532C to know the answer. "This is not difficult to guess", he says; and he 

states explicitly that Ion is clearly unable to speak on Homer ~ 
/ ' ., . / 

art and knowledge (-r~xv';J KcxL e1TldT'7fJ-2 ) , for if he were able to do it 

with art, that is knowingly, he would be able to speak about fil the 

other poets as well. We have indeed to suppose, Socrates says, that 
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/ 
the whole in question here is the art of poetry ( TTol'}Hk"'] ) , and to 

speak about it knowingly means to .!m2! it as a whole, that is, to know 

what all the poets said and meant. Socrates asks Ion whether this is so. 

All that Ion has to say in answer to this rather puzzling question 

532C is "Yes", Socrates is not certain whether Ion understands his point, 
/ 

to wit, that whatever the art, the Te'X.V) , may be, once it is given 

as a whole, the way to look at its parts is always the same. Socrates 

will expound this, therefore, at some length by giving quite a few 

532D examples. But before doing that he asks Iona "are you in need of 

hearing from me what I mean?" And Ion replies that he c~rtainly isa 

••for I enjoy listening to you sages". Whereupon Socrates remarks 1 

"surely it is you rhapsodes and actors, and the men whose poems you 

chant, who are sager whereas I speak nothing but the plain truth, as a 

sim:ple layman might". And he adds that what he means is indeed a 

trivial commonplace, not arrived at by rules of art, rut within reach 

or everyone. 

Here are the examples. There is the whole art of painting. It is 

impossible to find a man capable of deelaring which paintings of one 
.'• -

painter are good or bad and totally incapable of judging the works ~f 

any other painter. The sa..'!lle holds of the art of seul.:eture, of 

flute-playing, of harp-playing, of singing to the harp, and of the 

art of rhapsody. With these examples Socrates changes his point 

somewhat 1 the skillful and knowledgeable speaker is not only able to 

distinguish between the good and the bad artists but also between the 

good and the bad works of any one of those artists. Could there be a 

man, for instance, who would be able to talk with understanding about a 

number of rhapsodes but would be unable to say what Ion of Ephesus does 

.!tl1 and what he does badly? 

Ion is com.palled to accept Socrates' points but. this makes the 
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experience he has of himself completely incomprehensible to himt he 

excels all men in speaking on Homer, everybody is in agreement about 

that (let us not forget1 he just won the first pr1£e 1n Epidaurus), but 

he cannot speak well on the other poets. How comel It is up to 

Socrates, Ion says, to see what that means. 

Socrates retorts that he ~ see what it means and launches into 

a lengthy speech. ~ he says and the way he says it make this SJ>'9ech 

the central event in the drama which the dialogue presents. Socrates 

first repeats what he had said before about Ion's ability to speak well 

on HOll!ler and Homer onlyt this ability is not due to a r/x_y·7 , to any 

knowledge that Ion possesses. But Socrates now supplies a positive 

addition to that statement1 this ability of Ion stems from a "divine 

power11 1 and Socrates provides a vivid image or this power and of its 

work. It is like the power in the "magnetic'' stone, so called, namely 

"magnetic," by Euripides, the poet. This power not only makes the stone 

attract iron rings but also infuses itself into these rings so that they 

can attract other rings and thus form sometimes a long chain of iron 

rings suspended one from another1 the power in all of th~m stems from 

that one 0 magnetic" stone. - The "magnetic" power helps us to under"" 

stand the power of the Muses which makes some men spellbound and 

spreads through th8Jll to other men so as to hold them all in a chain. 

It is thus that all good Eoets indite all their beautiful epic or 

lyrical poems not because they are guided by a T~\/'7 , by some know

ledge, but because they are spellbound and possessed by a Muse, just as 

the Corybantian worshippers and the b&cehants are frantic and possessed 

and not in their senses. The poets tell us, they do, that (I quote) 

5J4B "they bring us songs from honeyed fountains, culling them out of the 
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gardens and dells of the Muses - like the bees, and winging the air as 

these do. And what they tell is true0 • I keep quoting& "for a poet is 

a light and winged and sacred thing, and is unable ever to indite, to be 

a poet, until he is spellbound and out of his senses, and his wits are 

no longer in him". - Socrates sums upa poets compose and utter so many 

and so beautiful things about hhe deeds of men - as Ion does about Homer -
/ / / 

not by art (by T~X\/7 ) but by a 1'divine allotment11 ( fJt:irf JLOlfrt) 1 it is 

thus that eaoh poet is able to compose well only that kind of poetry to 

which the ~ has stirred him, but is not good 1.t any other kind of 

verse. Indeed, if the poets knew by rules of art how to speak well on 

9.U!'!, thing, they would know how to speak on !!!• .A.t this point Socrates' 

speech grows in intensity and straightforwardness. I quotes "That is why 

the god takes away the wits or these men and uses them as his ministers, 

just as he does with soothsayers and godly seers, in order that we who 

hear them may know that it is~ they who utter these priceless words, 

when they are out or tbeir wits, but that it is the god himself' who 

speaks and addresses us through them0 • And to confirm this, Socrates · 

finally cites the case of a most mediocre poet, who had.never composed 

a single poem that deserved any mention at all and then produced a 

hymn which is 1n everyone•s mouth, a song that ts - as this man says 

5340 himself - "simply .. 11 sornetbi.ng found by the Muses'•. The god apparently 

intended him to be a sign that beautiful poems are not human or the 

work of men, but divine and the work of gods, and that the poets are mere-

ly the expounders of the gods, according as each is possessed by one of 

53.5A them. And Socrates asksa "or do you not think that I speak the truth, 

Ion?'! 

5J.5A 11 By Zeus0 , Ion exclaims, "I do". And he explains• 11You do touch 
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my soul with your words, Socrates, and it does seem to me that the good 

poets expound to us what comes from the gods". Whereupon Socrates adds -

with Ion's approval - that the rhapsodes expound the poets' words and are 

thus expounders of expounders. 

Let us reflect on what has happened. We do remember that, just a 

while ago, Socrates called himself a "simple layman" who utters nothing 

but the plain truth. We might have ~led hearing this, thinking of 

Socrates' dissembling ways. Yet we do assume that Socrates speaks the 

truth. But is his long speech a truthful speech? How can he ~ 

that beautiful poems are the work of gods? How aan he ~ that this 

claim or the poets is a true clailll? It is certainly not something that 

could be characterized as plain truth. Is not his speech, which 

reaches ppetic heights and touches not only Ion's soul, but also .2!!!: 

souls, dictated by a Muse? Or rather, isn't Socrates playing. the ~~~e 

himself? Indeed, 

Let us have a closer look at Socrates' speeoh. Ion's rhapsodic 

art is mentioned at the beginning of the speech, once more briefly in 

the middle of the speech, and is then taken up again only at the final 

exchange of quesV.1.ons and answers between Socrates and Ion.. Socrates 

puts at the top of the ladd~r tne divine power, the Muse or the gods 

one rung below - the poet, the good poets two rungs below - the rhap-

sodes three rungs below - the audience, the people who listen to the 

rhapsode, all of them spellbound. The bulk of the speech deals with 

the poets, the good poets. But these poets are grouped together with 
/ / 

the soothsayers And seers (the fA1X V16(.S), whose non-existent If: x.V 7 
was mentioned earlier as the one Homer and Hesiod allegedly disagreed 

about. In composing their poems, the speech asserts, the poets are out 
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of their senses, and so are the rhapsodes when they declaim those poems. 

And this is what Ion, spellbound and possessed by the Muse, that is, by .· 

Socrates, wholeheartedly accepts. It is hardly possible not to be amused 

by the double ohange which has occurred in the dialogue, by that of the 

Muse into the usimple-minded" Socrates and by that of Socrates into the 

"m.agnetio" Muse. 

Socrates now proceeds to check whether what he described in his 

speech, and was agreed to by Ion. actually occurs When Ion deolaims 

Homer's verses. Is Ion, Socrates asks. in his senses or is he carried 

out of him.self when he declaims verses which move his audiences does 

not his soul, possessed by a god, find herself among the very things he 

describe~? And Ion reports how his eyes are filled with tears when he 

relates • tale of woe, and how his hair st~nds on end and his heart 

throbs when he speaks of horrors. Ion agrees that at such moments he is 

out of his senses1 as Socrates puts it, Ion weees although not robbed of 

his precious attire ard his golden crowns and he is panic-stricken in the 

presence of more than twenty thousand friendly people, none of whom is 

stripping or injuring him. Does Ion know, Soorates then -~quires, that 

the rhapsodes make the spectators 1.n their audience feel the vary si;me 

way. He knows it very well, Ion replies. Let me quote a "Ji'or I have to 

pay the closest attention to thems since, if I set them crying, I shall 

535E laup;h myself because of the money I take, but if !_hey laugh, l MJ"Self 

shall cry because of the money I lose"• We sees the spell has been 

brokens Ion now asserts that he is ,!l21 out of his senses when he de

claims and weeps and acts as if panic-strioken1 neither the Socratean 

Muse nor any other Muse possesses him. The contrast between Ion's 

previous assertion and the words he now uses is as great as it is comi

cal. That does not mean that Ion has ohanged.1 it means that Ion has now 
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revealed what kind or man he as rhapsode truly is. Socrates' ques-

tioning and the Muse Socrates was playing have . brought this about. The 

point we have reached lies at the very middle of the dialogue. 

Socrates can now abandon the guise of the Muse. We see him indeed 

repeat what he had said before in his lengthy speech, bit what he says 

now is much shorter and not "poetic" at &11. He describes the chain 

reaching from the god or the Muse down to the ~udience, but he now adds 

to the rings mentioned before other rings attached obliguely to the 

chains they represent choral dancers and masters and under-masters of 

the dance. It is indeed not straightforwardness but obliguity that 

characterizes the new speech. Socrates puns on the term "is possessed" 
/ 

( 1<~1e'.~t;TOl'l ) and equates it, in view of the image of the rings, with the 
;/ 

term "is held" ( D(f1fX.l ) • Most of the rhapsodes are possessed and held 

by Homer, as Ion 1s. And the main point is again that Ion says what he 

says not by art or knowledge ( o~ Ti~V!J o{JJ > e fTlrS"r'')/i';J ) but by "divine 
. / / '- /\. 

allotment and possessic;>n" ( OeL'{ /.lOlflf t<Cll f(JXTDKWX~ ), 

Ion is not moved now by Socrates' speech, On the contrary, he does 

not believe that Socrates could convince him that he, Ion, is possessed 

and mad when he praises Homer. Ref.ring him speak about Homer, Socrates 

would not believe that himself. But Socrates again postpones listening 

to Ion's exhibition, He begins questioning Ion again. 

Can Ion speak well .about things in Homer of which Ion happens not 

to have any knowledge? A.bout the art of chariot-driving, for example? 

It is the charioteer and nobody else who will know best whether Homer is 

right or not when he speaks about this art, and Ion has to agree. Ion 

bannot but assent again to Soor,tea• statement that the ability to know 

about one definite kind or work has been assigned to !!!?!:! of the arts 

537C (and Socrates inserts in a rather stran@e way1 assigned "by the god")• 
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What we know by the art of piloting we cannot know by the art or healing, 

what we know by the art of hea.ling we cannot know by the art of car

pantry, and so on. - Socrates him.self begins quoting from the Iliad and 

the Od:vsse_!. He does it four times, three times inaccurately and only 

once accurately. Ion has to agree that it is not for the rhapsode to 

discern whether Homer speaks correctly or not, bit tor the doctor in the 

first case, for the fisherman in the second case, for the seer in the 

third and fourth cases. (We should not forget, by the way, that the 
/ 

seer's 11art" is not a T~"X..tf~ at all.) Socrates then invites Ion to 

pick out passages from Homer, the rightness or wrongness of which th~ 

rhapsOde alone should be able to discern. Ion claims - what else could 

he do? - th.at this holds of ill. passages. Socrates reminqs him of the 

passages they just went through and which the rhapsode was incompetent 

to judge. Ion cannot help excluding these passages and the arts they 

imply. Pressed by Socrates to tell what arts the rhapsode will be 

competent to judge, Ion assigns to the rhapsode the vast knowledge ot 

things which it is fitting for a .!!!!n to say, and of those which it is 

fitting for a woman to say, and again of those for a slave, and of those 

for a freeman, and of those for him who has to obey, and of those for him 

who is in command. But it turns out, as Ion has to admit, that the 

.pilot will know better than the rhapsode what the captain of a storm

tossed vessel should say and that the doctor will know better than the 

rhapsode what he who takes care of a sick man ought to say. If a slave 

is a cowherd, it is not the rhapsode who will know better what t .o say 

. about cattle tending. And if a woman is a spinning-wo!!!!rh it is ~ 

the rhapsode who will know better what to say about the working of wool. 

But what about a man who is a general exhorting hi....! !!!!!!? What ~ a 

.man should say, Ion immediately declares, the rhapsode !!lll know. And 
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when Socrates asks him whether he is knowledgeable about generalship as 

a general or as a rhapsode, we hear Ion state that he does not perceive 

any difference here. He explicitly says that the rhapsodic art and the 

art of generalship are .2!'!! art, not two. It follows that anyone who is 

a good rhapsode is also a good general, but Ion cannot admit that any-

one who is a good general is also a good rhapsod.e. He probably assumes -

and rightly so - that some generals are not good at exhorting their men. 

Since Ion considers himself the best rhapsode in Greece, be is also, in 

his own eyes, the best general in Greece, and Ion adds that he learned 

to be that from Homer. For a short while the highly amusing question is 

debated why the Athenians have not chosen Ion to be their general. 

Socrates then reproaches Ion for not telling in what his knowledge of 

Homer consists and tor finally escaping in the guise of a general so 

as to avoid displaying his wisdom. concerning Homer. If Ion is an 

artist, that is. a man who knows, and deceives Socrates by not telling him 

what he knows, he is wicked. If Ion is not a.n artist bi.1t speaks f'u.lly - - · 
and finely about Homer by divine allotment, possessed by Homer, and 

without any knowledge, he is not doing anything wrong. Here then is 

the choioe1 to be dishonest or to be divine. Ion (I quote)a "the 

542A difference is great, SocratesJ for it is far 11cbler to be called 

divine". And Socrates closes the dialogue by assigning this nobler 

title to Iona he is to be known as a divine &nd not an artful, that is 

knowing, praiser of Homer. 

You realize, I am sure, the utterly comic oharaoter of the 

. dialogue and the disparagement of what in this dialogue Socrates calls 
/ . 

the 8£lrt j-Lt/i: fc< 1 the "divine allotment". But you also realize that 

the mocking of the rhapsode is meant to cast doubt, above all, on the 

poets, whose works the rhapsodes declaim. And this i~ a serious and 
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difficult matter, to Which I shall devote the second part of this 

lecture, 

In Plato's Ph&edrus we hear Socrates describe the gr~atest blessings 

244Af/. as derived from these four kinds of rr1&dness s the prophetic, the ca'!'" 

thartic, the poetic, and the eretic. In this connection the expression 

0 divineallotment" .is used again. The third kind of madness, the poetic, 

comes about when one is possessed by the Muses. I quotet "he who with

out the madness of the Muses comes to the doors of poetry, confident 
) / 

245! that he will be a good poet by art (EK T€XY'7S' ), meets with no suooeH, 

and the poetry of the sane man vanishes into nothingness before that of 

the madmen". D~es that mean that the Socrates of the Phaedrua is 

serious about "divine allotment"? The answer to this queUton depenis 
. , 

on our understandin~ of "madness'' (mania, in Greek1 µ.,rxV l fX.) as this 

word is used in the Phaedrus. · It is first mentioned in. the description 

of the first kind of madne.ss, the prophetic one. The men· of old who 

invented names, we read in the text, thought that madness .was neither 

shameful nor disgraceful. I quotes "otherwise they would not have con-

244C nected the very worl. "mania" with the noblest of' arts, that which fore'!'" . . . 

tells the future, 'qr calling it the manic art ( ~Vti<1) • No, they 

gave this name thinking that "mania", when it comes by divine allotment, 

is a noble thing, rut nowadays people call it the mantie art <piXIJTl/(4), 

tastelessly inserting a ! into the word, 'mantic' instead of' 'uni.a'". 

Socrates is dissembling& the so-called mantic art is, to begin with, not 
I 

an art, not a T<fXV?-1 , and ·it is not the alleged insertion of the letter 

T into the word "manic" which is to be oondem.neds it is the soothsayers, 

the seers themselves, who - on the whole, I repeat, on the whole • are 

contemptible and ridiculous, as Plato often enough implies or even 

·explicitly states in his dialogues. The "divine allotment" dispensed 

to these see"rs is an em.pty fraud. But there are exceptions, and 
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Socrates is one of them. He~ prophesy sometimes. Right here, in the 

Phaedrus, about to begin his recantation, his palinode about divine mad

" ness to def'end the lover, he says1 "I-am, yes, a seer (a pa. vur> •. not 

243:: a very good one, but - as poor writers might say - it is just sufficient 

f'or what I need".t,t Socrates is again dissembling, ot course& his pro

phetic power is clairvoyaneer it can be attributed to "divine allot

ment,~' but it is ~madness. In that same palinode of the Phaedrus, 

Socrates, summarizing what he said before about the erotic kind of mad-

ness, describes the lover as one who, when he sees the beautitul here, 

on earth, remembers the ~ beauty, feels his wings growing and would 

like to fly away, but cannotr like a bird he g~zes upward and neglects 

249D-E1 .the things below1 and thus, Socrates says, this fourth ldrd of madness , ,, v 
~Tt0<:'1 €Xll "'S' ftol.V~f is imputed to the lover. That is to· say1 the state a true lover is in 

lu1.K£(~EVDS looks like madness because we are usually insufficiently ·aware of what 

loving means. Can this .be said also of the state a good poet is in? 

You remember what Socrates says in the 12!1• the ability to know about 

.2.!!! definite kind of ~ has been assigned to each of the arts, and I 

mentioned that Socrates explicitly and rather strangely inserts that 

this assignment is made ''by the god."~" Why does Socrates insert these 

words? The answer ise he inserts them to hint at the wide range of 

meanin{l'.s in the expression "divine allotment • " This expression might 

be used farcically as in the ease of the rhapsode Ion, it might be 
. . I 

applied w1 th seriousness to the knowledge inherent in any T! )(V,and 
,, 

w1 th even deeper seriousness' alhhough &mbiguously' to the work of l elJ.f• 

of love. The question we face is1 in what sense is it applied tg a 

work of poetr:y? In what sense is a good poet •1m.ad0 ? Let me be bold, 

very bold, and try to answer that question by speaking about Homer's 

Iliad, thus running the risk of becoming a rhapsodic expourd.er, 
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Disregarding the more or less superficial division into books and 

even allowing for all kinds of tampering with, and dialocations1ot, the 

original song, there is no denying that the decisive events are crowded 

into the last third of the Iliad. In the first half events of great 

significance certainly do occur• the quarrel between Agamemnon and 

Achilles which leads to Achilles' withdrawing from the fights the 

death and the wounding of many warriorsa the Diomedean terrorJ the 

wounding or two gods: the encounter of Diomedes and Glaucuss the 

peaceful scenes in Troys the unsuccessful. embassy to Achillesr inoon-

elusive duels among men and wonderfully treacherous actions on the 

part or the gods. All these events contribute in varying degrees to 

the unfolding of the plot. (For there!! a plot in the Iliad.) In the 

main, however, the battle is swaying back and forth all the time until 

finally the Trojans reach the ships of the Achaeans. During all .. that 

time Achilles sits in his tent, sulking, and only occasionally watching 

the fight. The pivotai event, the death of Patroclus, which changes, 

which reverses everything, occurs very late in the poem.. It is as if 

the poem took an exceedingly long breath to reach that point and after

wards rushed with breathtaking speed to its end. This is the more 

remarkable since the entire period of time the poem encompasses is one 

of 49 days and Patroolus• death occurs on the 26th day, that is, very 

nearly in the middle of that period. 

There are two events - among many others - which I have not men-

tioned at all. Yet it is ' these two events that seem to be the two 

foci from which all light dispersed througqout the poem stems, 
" 

The first takes place when Tbetis, :Uhilles• mother, goes up to 

Zeus to ask for his hel p on behalf of her son, reminding Zeus of the 

help he once received from her. She wants Zeus to turn the scales of 
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the war, to let the Trojans have the upper hand until finally, in the 

hour of the Achaeans' greatest pe~il, Achilles, and only Achilles, might 

ee able to save them from certain defeat, lead them to victory, and thus 

regain lli honor, which he allegedly lost through Agamemnon's action. It 

I,511- is then said1 
512 

"But Zeus, the cloud-·gatherer, said nothing at all to her 
I 

XIII II, 
165 ... 229 

•nd sat in silence :for a long while ( & 7 V)". An awful silencel 

Thetis repeats her plea. At last, Zeus consents and nods, a sign of 

an irrevocable decision. Olympus shakes. Thetis departs, apparently 

satisfied that she has accomplished her mission. Has she? 

The second. event occurs attar Patroclus• death, while the battle 

for Patroclus' body rages before the ships between Hector and the 

Aiantes and while Thetis is on her way to get new arms for her son from 

Hephaestus. Hera sends Iris to Achilles to urge him to intervene in 

the struggle for Patroclus' body. Since Achilles has no arms at this 

juncture, he is asked by Iris to do nothing but to show himself to 

the Trojans, to frighten them by his mere appearance. Achilles, "dear 

203 to Zeus", obeys and does more than what Hera through Iris asked him to 

do. Pallas Athene, who is nearby, does her share: she casts the tas-

seled aegis around his shoulders and she sets a crown in hhe guise of a 

golden cloud about his head, and from it issues a blazing flame. Thus 

he appears - alone, separated from the other Achaeans - in the sight 

of the foe, a flaming torch. But not only does he appear, he shouts, 

three times, a terrible shout, clearly heard - and":from afar Pallas 

217-18 Athene uttered her voice". Unspeakable confusion and terror seizes the 

Trojans. Patroclus• body is saved. 

What kind of shout is this. Is it one of triumph? Or threat? Is 

it an ordinary war cry, raised toa very high pitch? It is certainly not 
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(V,859,86J) like the bellowing of the wounded Ares. The verb used to describe 

) , that shout has a range of meanings. One of them is "crying out of 
ttJ(Xi.> 

(XVIII,228) grief~' Why does Achilles shout now, though not urged to do so by 

Iris? Certainly, to frighten the Trojans, to make tham desist from 

Patroclus' body. But can this shouting fail to express the un-

speakable pain that fills his heart, the pain which had just brought 

his mother to him from the depth of the sea? Here indeed is a ter-

rible sight to beholdt a man raised to his highest glory by Pallas 

Athene, wearing the aegis, crowned by names, truly god-like - and 

this same man crushed by grief, miserable in his awareness of having 

himself brought the immensity of this grief upon himself. The 

DIII,222 apotheosis of Achilles is the seal of his doom. And it is his voice, 

his brazen voice, his terrible shouting, which brings terror to the 

foe, that expresses his misery and his doom. Pallas Athene's voice 

seems but a weak echo of that of Achilles or is even completely 

drowned out by the latter's intensity. 

But are not these two events, the long silence of Zeus and the 

shouting of Achilles, related? 

Does not Achilles' shout sonorously echo Zeus' silence? Can we 

not guess now why Zeus retilained silent for & long while? Surely, he 

had to take account. of the susceptibilities of his wife, as any hus

band would - a~ in his marital relations Zeus is no exception.-.. but 

is it only Hera whom he was silently thinking about? Must he not have 

been concerned about the whimsical nature of Achilles' plight and 

Thetis' plea? And, on the other hand, how could he have refused to 

satisfy Thetis in whose debt he was? Is it not right then and ther~ 

that Zeus decided, in wisdom and sadness, irrevocably too, to accede 
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to Thetis' demand, to give honor and ~lory to Achilles, but to do that 

in a manner which neither Thetis nor Achilles expected? He decided that 

Patroclus should be ~ and - what is more- that his beloved son, 

Sa!l?edon, should be slain by Patroclus to balance the loss Achilles will 

suffer by the loss he, Zeus, himself will suffer. There will be a 

moment when Zeus will hesitate about Sarpedon's death, but Hera will 

persuade him to let Sarpedon perish. While the tide of the battle is 

being reversed, Patroclus' approaching death is announced by Zeus t~ce, 

the steps which lead to it are carefully pointed out. Achilles will 

get what he wants, but at the price of the greatest loss--the loss of 

his beloved friend, of his other self. In the hour of his triumph he 

will be the most miserable of men. The coincidence of triumph and 

misery characterizes a situation as tragic, in the strict sense of this 

much abused word. Achilles grasps Zeus' intent. He says him.selfs 

XVIII,328 "Not all the thoughts of men does Zeus fttlfill" 1 as Homer had said 

xvr,250 

before, commenting on Achilles' prayer befo~e the slaying of Patroclus1 

"One thing the father granted him, the other he denied.~ 11, Zeus denied 

him the safe return of Patroclus while granting him glory. Achilles' 

suffering at the moment of his triumph is Achilles' own. It cannot be 

matbhad by anything on Olympus. It is as much the prerogative of a 

mortal as it is the attribute of a hero. This is one of the reasons--

perhaps ih! reason---why we are deeply moved while reading, or listening 

to, the Iliad. And this means that we are, at the same time, pleased 

and pained beyond words. 

We were asting in what sense is the good poet .,mad,t as Plato 

makes Socrates claim. in the Phaedrus. Was Homer "mad" when he indi;{tad 

the Iliad? Does not the highly articulated sequence of events in the 

Iliad depend on the poet's familiarity with human frailty and human 
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strength and on his masterly skill in presenting them, which skill is 

but an expression of the knowledge or the rules of art, of the poetic 
I 

T6X,V'7 , he possesses? But should not. on the other hand, the 

uniqueness of what is presented to us be understood as som.ethin~ ~ 

or ~ontaneous:;z .:e.,roduce~ by the poet, beyond anything he might. other-
I 

tQ.se know, and, therefore, as the result indeed of a peculiar "madness"? 

It is difficult to deny, I think, that both, sane sobriety and mad 

exuberance, mark the work of the good poet. This duality, merging into 

oneness, is hard. to grasp. It makes Socrates speak of "divine allotment" 

in a serious and yet again ambiguous way. And what I said appli.es, of 

course, not only to the Iliad, but to all kinds of poetic works. We 

22 understand that without the knowledge inherent in the poetic rt.~v1 • 
without serious thought, the poetic "madness" becomes ridiculous, be the 

madman a rhapsode like Ion or a man who claims, who !_~nt,! to.be a poet, 

not knowing what poetry requires. Hence the never ceasing flow of 

so-called poetry and the pretentious, "rhapsodic" way of speaking· 

about "art", · prevailing at almost all times and especially today. 

It might be useful to remind ourselves at this point of the way 

Dante, the poet, spoke about poetry. In his Latin treatise D! vul_gari 

eloguentia (in English• pn vernaculat,.,11.oguen.$?!) Dante asserts that 

true poetry must rest on these three pillars• alertness of mind 

(strenuitas ingenii), steadfastness in the practice of the art (assiduitas 

artis) and fam1.11arity with the sciences (hs.bitus soientiarum) • Only 

poetry thus endowed and equipped can serve as nourishment to the human 

soul. And I quote t "Let therefore those who, innocent of art and know-

ledge, and trusting to genius alone, rush forwp.~ upon the highest sub

jects, which must be sung in the highest style, be confounded in their 

folly and let them refrain from such presumption". 
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There is another aspect of poetry, all-important to Plato, I have 

not touched on so far. The deeply serious background of the !2!1 can-

not be sufficiently gauged, if we do not consider the role epic and tragic 

poetry plays in the education and nurture of the young. Homer's and 

Hesiod's verses, well-known aQi quoted again and again, must have had 

a . deep impact on the~ of the young, not only in Plato's time, 

Plato's concern is the nature of this impact and its relation to our 

understanding of what is truly noble and unmistakably true. That's 

why Plato lets Socrates censure the poets wittingly and harshly, 

e~pecially in the second, third, and tenth book of the Republic. What 

is appropriate to the gods in their intercourse with each other and 

with men, what should be ~aised and blame<;l in the actions of men, how 
I 

the narration of events and the reporting of speeches ought to be done -

all this beoomes part and pa1 .. cel of the criticism of poetic lore.-No 

less important to Plato is the "mixture" of pleasure am pa.in which we 

experience in coping ~th tragic poetry. I invite you to consider what 

this "mixture" implies. Plato• s .fh.:iJ:2bu.s might. be of some help. 
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